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r Marco Faria Correa, a world-renowned
Brazilian plastic surgeon based in

Singapore, claims to give you that perfectly

round and beautiful behind through a
simple cosmetic procedure called liposculpture.
According to Dr Marco, the younger you are, the
better it is for liposculpture,

One of the pioneers in the techniques of liposculpture,
Dr Marco says it is fast becoming the most-wanted
surgery among women around the world. "Brazilian
women are considered one of the most beautiful in

the world, And they care a lot about their bodies.
Going to the beach is their favourite pastime where
they like to flaunt their perfect curyes and shapes,"
he says.

"They play a lot of sport, love to dance which gives

them strong, beautiful legs and buttocks. Now,

women around the world desire that look," he adds.

"l get a lot of people in their early 20s, and teenagers
who are 'l 8-19 years old," he says, "The older you get

the harder it becomes. Women have a few children,
they put on weight, lose weight, get stretch marks,
all those things matter. lf you get it done earlier, the
results are likely to be much better," says Dr Marco.

Dr Marco can create a more sensually curved
body profile by performing posterior sculpting. This
form of plastic surgery is popular after weight loss

among patients with loose, sagging skin in the
posterior region. Micro-fat grafting, a way of taking
fat from other areas of the body and grafting it onto
the buttock area, is a method Dr Marco can use to
give you a posterior that has a shapelier and more
muscular look.

Dr Marco has the experience and the skill you

can trust. ln his clinics located in Porto Alegre,
Brazil and Singapore more than 300 patients have
undergone various plastic and cosmetic surgery
treatments. While liposculpture and glutoplasty
(buttock augmentation) are more popular among
the youngsters, the most-wanted treatments among
older women are abdominoplasty tummy tuck, breast
lifting and breast implant. About 25% of Dr Marco's
patients are men, who mostly come for liposuction,
face lifts and eye bag treatments.

The recipient of the 'Most Outstanding lnternational
Leader in Liposuction and Cosmetic Surgery for
2009', Dr Marco has been responsible for the good
looks of many celebrities and socialites around the
world. Hollywood and Bollywood (lndian film industry)
stars are regulars at his clinic.
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Plastic surgery is akin to putting the finishing

touches on a masterpiece - refining a neu), shapelier

you. Choosing the right plastic surgeon is the most

important decision you will mq,ke to affect your

outcome with body contouring surgery.
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"Plastic surgery has become a worldwide, global
desire. lt became really big among movie stars.
And now everyone wants to emulate them," says Dr
Marco. The procedures have become increasingly
safer, and if done properly by following all the rules of
patient safety, it gives the desired results.

"Some people say they have become addicted to
cosmetic surgery. Supposing you start with a tummy
tuck and it looks great, then you want more. Then
you do your breasts, shape it, and wow, you look
great. Then if you are aging, you touch up the face
and wow, again you look great. Every time you do it

you feel so happy that you want more. ln Brazil it is
really popular. Almost every woman over forty there
has had something done," he says.

Dr Marco says while he doesn't encourage patients to
undergo nips and tucks, if it boosts their confidence
and self-image, he is more than willing to oblige.

lf you want your body to reflect the new, more positive
image you have of yourself, make an appointment
with Dr Marco to discuss your options.

"The recipient of the 'Most

Outstanding International Leader in

Liposuction and Cosmetic Surgery for

2009', Dr Marco has been responsible

for the good looks of many celebrities

dnd socialites around the u)orld.

Hollyutood and Bollyu;ood (Indian

film industry) stars are regulars at

his clinic,"
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CLINIC LOCATIONS

Gleneagles Medical Centre
#10-05, 6 Napier Road

Singapore 258499

Parkway East Medical Centre
#02-07, 319 Joo Chiat Place

Singapore 427989

Phone

65- 64648075

Fax

65- 6464 9157

SMS
65-91761813

Email
drma rco@si ngnet.com.sg:l:
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MEN SURGERY
' FACE & NECK LIFT
' BODY SCUI-PTURING
' CYNAECo,\lASTIA
' HAtR TRANSPT ANT

NON INVASIVE
' MICRO.LIPO FILLING FACIAL REIUVENATION
' BoToX , FILLERS AI.vD FA]. INJECTIONS
' HANDS REIUVTNATION
' FEIVIALE GENITAL REJUVEN-ATION

Dr Mqrco Fqriq-Correq
Plostic Surgery
www.drmarco.com

DR MARCO FARIA CORREA
PLASTIC SURGERY
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AVAITABLE SERVICES

FACIAL REJUVENATIoN
' MININ,IALLY INVASIVE ENI)OSCOPIC BROW I-IIT
' FACE AND NECK LIF1
'EYELIDS SURCERY
' NosE SURGERY
' CHIN & CHEEKS SIJRGERY
' EARS- COSN4ETIC & RECONSTRUCTIVE

BREAST SURGERY
' BREAST ENIIANCEMENT WITH IMPI,AN.IS & FILLERS
' BREAST REDUCTIoN &. LIF-fINC
' M]NI,\4ALLY IN\ASIVE ENDOSCOPIC BREAST LII.TING
' NIPPLF REDTJCTION

BODY CoNTOURING SURGERY
' LIPOSUCTION & LIPOSCULPTURE
' ABDOMINoPLASTY,/ TUMMY TUCK
, BUTTOCKS AUCMENTATION ,/ BUTTOCKS LIFTING
' ENDoSCoPIC ABDoMINoPLASTY
' OBESITY ST]RGFRY
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